
VATSAL EXPORTS LLP



Vatsal Exports LLP is a rising organization aiming to be one of the �nest chief exporters of Raw 
Cotton, Cotton Yarn, Comber Noil, Fabrics and Garments, representing India. We conceive in 

delivering products that summate to the value, thus establishing a farsighted and sustainable 
professional relationship with our buyers. Featuring supplies from authentic manufacturers of 

cotton industry from India.
 

Our brand gives a de�nition of who we are and what we represent. We aim to cater the best with a 
sense of accountability and zero margin for compromise on timber, exclusively being environment 

friendly to the society, ful�lling your requirements. Clearing all doubts, we certainly would be a 
perfect choice for your cotton yarn purchase, covering a wider mart for shipment from India.



Our doctrine is to obtain the farmost best exportation result for customer's peculiar requirements. 
Building a foundation on trust and liability. Our sister company - Ozone PB Spintex Ltd. is a leading 
manufacturer for cotton yarn. A Spinning mill set up in 2 di�erent locations one near Ahmedabad 

and the other one near Botad, Gujarat, began commercial production in August 2014 with an 
objective to set up a fully integrated textile plant.

We are here to garner our client's beliefs and �delity, dedicating ourselves towards them and the 
community. To be alike with dependability, reactivity, caliber and e�cient after-sales service.

Quality is not only a need, but a habit of Vatsal Export.
 

We believe in upgrading ourselves with time yet reminding one to keep in touch with the 
traditions. Pleasantly reminiscent of an earlier time, in addition with modernistic views. To bid 

customized & advanced solutions with a hint of enterprise importance.



Vatsal Exports is challenged to immensely commute the foundation of Raw Cotton, Cotton Yarn, 
Comber Noil, Fabrics and Garments purchasing in the World. Sharing with you the most exquisite 

proposal that no early Yarn exporter can. The Business Model we maneuver on gives us exemption 
to master the whole supply range and guarantee our customers best quality cotton yarn supply to 

you at the fairest rates.
 

We make buying quite easy for you, with our potential to infer import procedures of most countries. 
The web we sustain on the outer world which is situated to serve you in events of any problems in 

importation. Our plethora of products allows us to meet your requirements satisfactorily.
 

With so many twirling units in our group, we can cater to huge quantities without any fuss.







Our sister organization - Ozone PB Spintex Ltd. is a main producer for cotton yarn. Started business 
creation with a goal to set up a completely coordinated material plant Established 2014 and EBITDA 

positive since commencement. Our organization is an ISO 9001:2015 guaranteed Organization 
occupied with the matter of production of excellent Ring and Open end yarn for homegrown and 

trade markets going from tally Ne 4 to Ne 50 which is utilized in Denim, Terry Towels, Bottom Wears, 
Home Textiles and Industrial Textures and so on.

Our unit in Ahmedabad has capacity of producing 21 metric tonne top notch yarn with 26,112 
spindles installed and is spread over 37,000 sq. meters & also TFO Unit is Installed for yarn doubling, 

our another unit set up near Botad, Gujarat has capacity of producing 23 metric tonne top notch 
yarn with 27,584 spindles installed which is spread over 39,000 sq. meters. We have constantly 

extended and modernized our o�ces in accordance with the business pattern. Our plant is 
furnished with present day and programmed plant and hardware. The degree of headway decides 

the e�ciency of machines and work, which thus, decides the creation, working expense and 
productivity of Our Organization. Our specialized group in turning is exceptional with present day 

turning innovation and preparing strategies by ethicalness of which we can guarantee quality yarn. 
Innovation is a vital part of the cotton yarn industry. 

We have a devoted in-house Testing and Quality Control Group which embraces thorough testing 
and quality administration. We are one of only a handful of cotton yarn producers around the world 
who have gotten accreditation from USTER Advances AG. We guarantee that all items fabricated are 

of the ideal quality for which we run our yarn through USTER's QC Machines. 



Our Organization is by and by sending out cotton yarns to nations like Portugal, Italy, Germany, Turkey, 
Egypt, Belgium, South Africa, Slovenia, Columbia, China, Bangladesh, South Korea, Peru, Guatemala and 
others. We supply to clients, who are in �elds like attire and piece of clothing industry, modern textures, 
towels, Denims and so forth As of now, Our Organization is sending out its items to nations, which are 
required to �ll in impending occasions consequently o�ering more extension for Our Organization to 

foster new business sectors and to build our quality as needs be. 

We were the only independent Cotton Yarn Producer on the planet who has been approved to utilize 
USTER™ Brand name. The quality can be coordinated to Client's necessities with the most Trend setting 

innovation and has "USTER Lab" Types of gear like HVI-1000, AFIS Professional 2, UT-5, UTR-4, 
CLASSIMAT-5. 



We have the most exceptional homogenous Parcel The board framework and USTER VISION Safe-
guard with Sorcery EYE for shaded and PP pollution arranging at Blow-Room stage. 

We have Chief's on-line information observing framework from Checking to TFO to gather informa-
tion like real machine productivity, speed, breakage rate, inactive shaft, slippage, rouge axle, UKG, 

GSS and so on which assists with limiting quality variety and interaction checking. 

We have USTER QUANTUM-3 electronic yarn more clear with PP sensor at Connection Corner to 
upgrade the nature of de�nite yarn. We additionally have USTER Quality Master Programming 

which works with us for online quality observing of de�nite yarn. 

Crude Material Testing: All crude materials are tried for �ber Length, Strength, Elongation%, MIC, 
RD, +B, Neps/gram, Short �bre%, Moisture%, Trash%, and so forth through USTER HVI, USTER AFIS 

and MAG types of gear. The crude material is given solely after the test results to keep up the quality 
boundaries. 

Yarn Testing: Each parcel is tried for Um%, Defects, Bushiness, RKM, Elongation%, Classimat, Tally, 
Tally CV%, CSP and TPI through USTER Analyzer 5, USTER Tensorapid-4, UTER Classimat-5 and MAG 

supplies at the hour of beginning of creation and rehashed hence to guarantee the quality.





Cotton got its fame for its slender and delicate texture which makes it highly well-to-do fabrics for 
attire. The cotton characteristics are spun into yarn to attain textile by weaving or sewing 

procedure. The cotton yarn undergoes processing and examination to make sure that it adheres 
to the dictate quality standards of the diligence.

 
Cotton yarn has stood the tryout of time and continues to be popular among masses as the most 

favored fabric, thanks to its virtues such as humidity absorber, no static quality and comfy feel.
We propose Cotton Yarn in a wide-ranging amount and sizes and likewise as per the customized 

requests from the clients.
 

Range of Our Product
Counts: 16s to 40s Ne

Carded / Combed /Compact
For- Knitting / Weaving / Embroidery

Combed Eli Twist - 2/40s , 2/36s , 2/30s
Slub – 16s to 32s Normal or Compact

TFO doubled – 2/20s to 2/40s
Package: Normal paper tube or plastic dye tube

Packing: Carton / Pallet



There are assorted types of crumpled & weaving fabrics and each type has unlike show and 
characteristics. The twist of a knitted & weaving cloth depends upon the case being constructed.

 
Range of our product

Cotton Greige Knitted fabrics
CottonGreige Weaving fabrics

Cotton dyed Knitted fabrics
Cotton dyed Weaving fabrics

Quality and parameter as per customer requirement

There are various types of garments and each type has di�erent appearance and characteristics. 
The construction of a Garment depends upon the type being constructed.

 
Range of product

Sports Wear
Casual Wear
Night wear

Fashion Wear
Quality and parameter as per customer requirement



India earned the reward of growing all kinds of cotton, i.e. 
from light staple 20mm & infra, 

average staple (20.5 to 24.5mm), medium long (25.0 to 27.0), long 
(27.5 to 32.0mm) and extra-long staple cottons (32.5mm and above). 

Great number of varieties and hybrids were acquired by India, 
exceeding the cultivation to seventy - �ve. Nevertheless, 98 per cent 

of the yield is contributed by almost 25 varieties. 

In India, the states of Gujarat, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh and
 likewise Madhya Pradesh exist in leading cotton producing states. 

Predominantly tropical wet and dry climate is the 
highlight of the states.

Comber Noil
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